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The!number!of!Mexican! institutions!of!higher!education! (hereinafter!also! referred! to!as!
“Institutions”! or! “IHE”)! offering! Bachelor's! Degrees! in! Law! has! increased! rapidly.! For!
example,! in! the!1997"1998!academic!year,! there!were!364! Institutions!offering!the!basic!
law!degree;!by!the!2006"2007!academic!year,!the!number!had!increased!to!930.1!It!is!as!if,!
over!the! last!ten!years,!each!week!a!new! IHE!began!offering!a!Bachelor's!Degree! in!Law.!
During! that! same! period,! law! school! enrollment! in! Mexico! increased! from! 170,210! to!
approximately!240,000.!By!2003,! the!Bachelor’s!Degree! in!Law!was! the!degree!program!





programs;!2)!the!ease!with!which!a!new! law!program!could!be!started,! including!the! low!
investment!required;!and!3)!the!diverse!reasons!that!students!have!to!study!law.3!
!
Following! the! last! point,! this! article! focuses! on! exploring! the! diversity! of! ways! future!
students!are!exposed!to!law,!as!well!as!the!multiple!reasons!that!make!the!profession!and!











3! See! Luis! Fernando!Perez!Hurtado,! !An!Overview!of!Mexico’s! System!of! Legal! Education,!MEXICAN! LAW!REVIEW!
(forthcoming!March!2009).!
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situation! led!to!your! interest! in!studying! law?”!that!we!asked!almost!22,000!Mexican!law!
students!around!the!country!at!the!beginning!of!the!2004"2005!academic!year.!
!
This! analysis! is! important! because! current! efforts! to! transform! legal! education! tend! to!
consider!only! international!components! to! incorporate! into! the! law!programs.!But! these!
reforms! should! also! consider! the! regional! or! local! needs! of! the! participants! of! legal!
education!which! until! now! have! not! been! taken! into! account.! For! example,! as!we!will!
describe!in!this!article,!one!of!five!Mexican!law!students!chose!to!study!law!because!they!
or!their!relatives!had!been!victims!of!violations!to!their!rights,!or!as!a!result!of!perceiving!
their!environment!as!marked!by! injustice,!corruption!and! impunity.!Law! for! them!was!a!
way!to!do!something!about!it!or,!at!least,!be!able!to!protect!themselves!and!their!families.!
This! is!a!reality!shared!not!only!by!other!Latin!American!countries,!but!probably!by!most!
developing! countries.!Any! reform! to! legal!education! should!explore!ways! to! incorporate!
the!students’! ideas,! interests!and!experiences! into! their!studies!not!only! to! improve! the!
program,!but!also!to!stimulate!the!students!and!increase!their!motivation.!
!
Before! describing! the! methodology! of! our! study! and! for! those! not! familiar! with! legal!








the! LED.! In! general,! those! institutions! function! only! as! centers! for! the! transmission! of!
knowledge.! Less! than! 20%! of! the! IHE! that! offer! the! LED! are! involved! in! research! or! in!




c)! In!most!of! the! IHE,! the!curriculum! is! rigid.!This!means! that!students!at!each! level!are!








is! a! few! lecturers! paid! a! low! salary,! facilities! set! up! for! educational! purposes!with!one!
classroom! for! each! level,! and! a! library!with! the!books! that! are! recommended! for! each!
course.!





its!main! elements:! the! institutions!of!higher! education! and! their! regulatory! framework,!
faculty,! students,! study! plans! and! programs,! and! the! context! for! the! teaching"learning!
process.!For!that!study,!we!developed!and!implemented!a!multi"component!field!research!






















                                            
4!See!LUIS!FERNANDO!PÉREZ!HURTADO,!THE!NEXT!GENERATION!OF!MEXICAN!LAWYERS:!A!STUDY!OF!MEXICO'S!SYSTEM!OF!LEGAL!
EDUCATION! AND! ITS! LAW! STUDENTS! (2008)! (unpublished! J.S.D.! dissertation,! Stanford! Law! School,! on! file! wih! the!
Stanford!University!Library).!
5!Students!in!full"time!programs!represent!over!90%!of!the!LED!enrollment.!
6! The! observation! dimensions! and! main! variables! follow:! general! characteristics! (gender,! age,! program! level,!
month!and!year!of!entrance!to!the!LED,!type!of!high!school,!socioeconomic!status,!scholarships,!high!school!and!
LED! grades,! languages,! and!place!of! residence);! choosing! to! study! the! Licenciatura! en!Derecho! (other!options!
before!considering!the!LED,!experiences!that!motivated!the! interest! in!a! law!degree,!purpose!and!expectations!
for!studying!for!the!LED);!choosing!the!IHE!(other!options!before!considering!the!current!institution,!selection!of!
the!specific! IHE,!advantages!and!disadvantages!of! legal!education! in!current! IHE);!and!practice!of! law!(student"
work!experience,!professional! interests,!perception!of! factors! for!getting!a! job,! factors!of!professional! success,!
and!plans!for!further!studies).!
7!Estimation!based!on!data!from!Dirección!de!Análisis!y!Sistemas!de!Información,!SEP.!














substantial! differences! among! private! institutions,! mainly! derived! from! their! different!
goals,! academic! experience! and! prestige,! and! their! access! to! economic! and! human!
resources.!Therefore,!we!divided!the!private!institutions!into!two!groups.!In!the!Private!1!




quality! standards,! such! as! the! ANUIES,! the! Federation! of! Private! Institutions! of! Higher!









regional! or! national! level! according! to! the! Reader’s! Digest! 2004! University! Guide.! The!
purpose!here! is!to! include! institutions!that!benefit!from!being!part!of!a!specific!group!of!




Escuela! Libre! de! Derecho! de! Sinaloa,! Facultad! de! Derecho! de! la! Barra! Nacional! de!
Abogados,!Facultad!Libre!de!Derecho!de!Monterrey,!and!Facultad!de!Derecho!de!Tlaxcala!
                                            
8!See!ANUIES! (www.anuies.mx),!FIMPES! (www.fimpes.org.mx),!and!SACS! (www.sacs.org).! Institutional!members!
of!these!associations!have!followed!a!certification!program!that!shows!somehow!their!commitment!to!quality.!
9!GUÍA!UNIVERSITARIA!READER’S!DIGEST,!EDICIÓN!ESPECIAL,!AÑO!2,!NÚMERO!2!(2004).!
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for!the!following!reason:!they!have!some!prestige!in!their!community,!and!since!they!offer!



























belong! to!a!university! system,!which!means! that! they!have!access! to!economic!and!human! resources! for! their!
development,!and! they!benefit! from! that!access.!For! instance,!associations!such!as!ANUIES!consider! the!whole!





Universitaria! because! of! the! impact! it! has! on! many! IHE! at! the! national! level.! (2)! A! new! sample! was! taken!












The! visits! to! institutions! took! place! between! July! and! October! 2004.! Our! goal! was! to!
conduct!visits!during!the!two!first!months!of!the!2004"2005!academic!year13!primarily!to!













the! student!questionnaires,! and!used! two!weights! to! analyze! the!data.!The! first!weight!


















16!We!were!not!able! to!personally!apply! the!questionnaires! in! some! institutions!because! some!groups!did!not!
have! class! that! day! or! the! director! decided! not! to! interrupt! classes! that! day.! We! did! not! collect! from! two!
institutions,!both! from! the!Private!2!Group.!One!of! them,!with!approximately!40! students,!did!not! return!any!
completed!questionnaires.!The!other!institution!did!not!have!any!students!that!semester;!this!is!rather!common!
in! Group! Private! 2,! so! we! decided! to! analyze! the! case! instead! of! repeating! the! random! selection! of! the!
Institutions.!
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findings! can! be! generalized.! First,! very! little! is! known! about! legal! education! in!Mexico,!
especially! regarding! the! law! students.! Our! intention! is! to! provide! a! catalyst! for! new!
research!on!the!matter!by!showing!the!existence!of!diversity! in! IHEs!offering!the!LED.! In!
addition,!we!want! to!point!out!problems! common! to! all! IHEs,! as!well! as!problems! that!
require!further!study.!!
!
Second,!as!we!mentioned!before,!a! large!part!of! this!work! is!based!on! the!answers! the!
students! gave! in! their! responses! to! an! open"ended! questionnaire.! Aside! from! the!
difficulties! in! coding! and! classifying! the! 21,798! completed! student! questionnaires,! our!
main! goal!was! to!open! a! space!where! students! could! express! themselves,! so!we! could!
learn!about!previously!unexplored!aspects!of! their!backgrounds.!There! is!no!doubt! that!
many! aspects! of! law! students’! experiences! remain! to! be! analyzed,! and! that! different!
conceptual! and! operational! frameworks! will! be! required! to! further! explore! such!
information.!
!
Third,! there! is! a! risk! that! students! may! have! given! answers! different! from! their! true!
feelings! and! perceptions,! because! their! responses! may! reflect! what! they! thought! they!
were! expected! to! say.! We! tried! to! reduce! this! risk! by! insisting! during! the! process! of!
administering!the!questionnaires!that!students’!responses!be!submitted!anonymously.!We!
also! tried! to! reduce! this! risk! by! personally! administering! and! collecting! most! of! the!
questionnaires,!rather!than!having!that!done!by!someone!affiliated!with!their! institution.!
Moreover,! using! open"ended! questions! as! opposed! to! a!multiple"choice! format! helped!
reduce!that!risk.!
!
Fourth,!we! tried! to! identify! students!by!Group!of! IHE,!not!by! institution.!This!was!done!









We! asked! the! students,! “What! experience! or! specific! situation! led! to! your! interest! in!
studying!law?”!Students’!responses!were!varied!and!rich!in!information,!and!they!allowed!
us!to!explore!(1)!the!factors!that!brought!students!into!contact!with!law!as!a!field!of!study;!
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(2)!what! they! liked!about! law!after!they!had!made!contact!with! it!as!a! field;!and! (3)!the!
perspectives! regarding! law! that! they! brought!with! them!when! they! entered! the! LED.17!
Collecting! and! analyzing!data!on! these! issues! allowed!us!not!only! to!better!understand!
students’!interests,!but!also!to!explain!the!high!demand!for!law!studies.!!
!
Student! responses! can! be! divided! into! six! “General! Topics”! or! categories:! (1)! a! specific!
experience:!48.3%;! (2)!knowledge!of!what! is!being!studied:!18.9%;! (3)!knowledge!of! the!

















of! family!members! or! acquaintances,! contact! at! a!professional! level,! and! contact! at! an!
academic!level.!!
!
a)! Situation! involving! injustice:! One! of! the! main! experiences! that! raise! the! interest! of!
students!for!the!law!program!is!that!they!were!victims!of!violations!to!their!rights,!or!they!
perceived! their! environment! as! marked! by! injustice,! corruption! and! impunity.!
                                            
17!The!answers!to!this!open"ended!question!were!very!difficult!to!code!and!classify,!because!they!diverged!greatly!
from!a!simple!“I! liked! it”,!to!more!elaborate!answers!such!as:!“Simply!because! I! like!to!act!with!confidence!and!
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The! students! themselves:! (“I! was! left! unprotected! after! my! father! died,”“Unfavorable!
situations! in! relation! to! law! application! by! power! organs! such! as! accusations;! slander!
towards!me!when!I!was!only!twelve!years!old”).!!
!
The! students’! family!or! friends:! (“One!day! I! saw! that! the!husband!of!my!neighbor!was!
hitting!her!and! the!police!didn’t!do!anything.! I!was!10!years!old,!she!went!to!report!her!
husband! and! a! few!weeks! or!months! later! he!was! free! and! that! is! not! fair,”“An! uncle!
unfairly! in! jail,”“I!had! the!unfortunate! experience!of! seeing!my! father! assassinated! and!
there!was!no!justice!against!his!killers”).!
!
Other!people! in! the! students’! community:! (“The! fact! that! in! the!place!where! I! live! they!
abuse!children,!there! is! intra"family!violence!and!wanting!to!help!children!and!women! is!






More!general!situations:!such!as! the! indigenous!uprising! in!Chiapas,! the!assassination!of!
Luis! Donaldo! Colosio,! problems! involving! the! North! American! Free! Trade! Agreement,!
electoral!frauds!and!university!strikes.!
!
Those! who! spoke! of! unfavorable! environment,! mainly! refer! to! injustices! (“The! great!
injustices!existing!in!Mexico!relating!to!less!privileged!social!classes,!with!low!resources”),!
corruption! (“Because! I’m! tired!of!corrupt!people”),!rights!violation! (“the!constant!citizen!
rights!violations!by!the!public!authorities),!and! impunity!(“The! impunity!of!almost!80%!of!
the!cases!in!Mexico”).!In!some!cases!a!specific!group!of!people!affected!by!these!situations!






perceived! (“The! lack! of! honest! lawyers! or! politicians! in! Mexico,”“Because! I! was! an!
spectator!of!truly!embarrassing!situations!where!lawyers!sell!themselves!and!violate!their!
ethics,!and! this! is!what!motivated!me! to! change! this! type!of! situation”)!or!of!violations!
suffered! (“The! injustices! against! a! family!member!when! he! gave! his! case! to! a! corrupt!
lawyer,”“I!had!too!many!bad!job"related!problems!with!lawyers!who!accepted!money!and!I!
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have!with! their! law! studies.! In! relation! to! situations!of! injustice,! students! consider! that!
they!can!repair!the!damage! (“Because!they!unjustly!took!my!father’s!ranch!away!and!he!
was! left!with!nothing.!The! same!person!who! sold!him! the! ranch! took! it!away.! I!plan! to!
recover!it!one!day!through!the!legal!route,”“Watching!my!family!with!legal!problems!and!
not!having!the!money!to!pay"),!their! law!studies!will!provide!them!knowledge!of!how!to!
avoid! these! situations! (“For! the! injustices! and! violations! Mexican! society! experiences!
because!of! ignorance!and! lack!of!knowledge!of! the! institutions! to!which! they!can!go! to!
exercise!their!rights,”“The!abuses!of!authority!caused!by!the!lack!of!legal!knowledge!by!the!
general!population”),!well"prepared,!honest!lawyers!are!needed!(“I!consider!that!there!are!
many! poorly! prepared! lawyers! and! so,! well! prepared! lawyers! are! needed,”! “Because!
although!there!are!too!many!lawyers!not!all!of!them!have!the!necessary!capability”),!and!
as!a!lawyer!they!can!help!to!change!(“Seeing!that!impunity!is!everywhere!and!being!able!to!
contribute! to!make! this! stop,”“Because! I!am! really!worried!about! the!political!and! legal!




students! who! mentioned! a! situation! involving! injustice! as! the! factor! that! led! to! their!
interest! in! law! is!greater!in!students!at!Private!2!and!Public!Institutions,!in!women!and!in!
students!with!middle"low!or!low!SES.!!
!
b)! Influence!of! family!members!or!acquaintances:!16.6%!of!students!responded! that! the!
profession,!advice!or!example!of!their!family!and/or!acquaintances!led!to!their!interest!in!
law.!Most!students! in! this!group!answered! that!what!aroused! their! interest! is! that! their!
father,!mother,!siblings!or!other!family!members!are!lawyers!or!work!in!legal!institutions.!
However,! the!way! this! impacted! their!decision! varies,!because! it! could!be!by:! tradition!
(“There!are!many!lawyers!in!my!family”),!more!contact!with!law!(“I!worked!for!a!while!in!a!
family! firm,”“By! reading! law! books,! because! there! are! many! lawyers! in! my!




job! guarantee,! it! is! worth! mentioning! that! it! not! only! applies! to! those! whose! family!
                                            
19!Not!all!opinions!about! lawyers!are!negative.! In!other! categories!good! comments!are!made!about! them!and!
some!examples!are!given!(“Once!I!saw!how!a!lawyer!helped!a!family!free!of!charge!and!this!motivated!me!to!do!
something!for!my!fellow!man”).!





Another! group! responded! that! their! interest! arose! from! interaction!with! acquaintances!
who! are! lawyers! or! law! students.! The! types! of! interaction! included! conversations! (“A!
lawyer! I!know! told!me!about!his!bachelor’s! in! law!with!such!enthusiasm!that! I!decided! I!
wanted!the!same”),!or!by!observing!what!they!did!(“One!friend!I!talked!to!was!studying!for!
that! degree! and! I! started! going! with! him! to! court,! notaries,! etc.,! and! that! raised! my!
interest!in!law”).!
!
Some! students! answered! that! they! decided! to! study! law! because! of! a! family"member!
suggestion,!even! if!they!were!not! lawyers!(“I!have!always! liked!commerce,!but!my!father!





and! SES.! The! percentage! of! students! who! stated! the! influence! of! family"members! or!
acquaintances!as!the!reason!for!their! interest! in! law! increases! in!Private!1,! in!students!of!
19!years!old!or!less!or!in!those!with!a!middle"high!or!high!socioeconomic!status.!
!
c)!Contact!at!a!professional! level:!8.9%!of! the! student! total!answered! that! the! situation!
that! raised! their! interest!was!contact!with! the!practice!of! law!–!by!visiting!a! law!related!
place,20!watching!a! lawyer!practice! the!profession,21!working! in!a!place! related! to! law,22!
relating!professionally!with!lawyers,23!or!for!a!legal!problem.24!Even!though!most!students!
simply!said!that!their! interest!came!from!a!contact!with! law!or! its! institutions! in!general,!
the!more!detailed!answers!showed! that! the!percentage!of!students!who!had!a!negative!
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Significant!differences!by!Group,!age!and!SES!were!found.!The!percentage!of!students!who!




d)!Contact!at!an!academic! level:!5.6%!of! the! student! total! stated! that! contact!with! law!
during!their!studies!in!high!school!or!even!before!was!what!raised!their!interest!in!studying!
law.25! Among! the! ways! they! were! exposed! to! law! were! conferences,! contests,! talks,!










These! stated! that! reading!a!book!or!article!–!generally! the!Constitution",! learning!more!
about!a!historical!character,! listening!to!a!conference!talk!by!a!successful! lawyer,!contact!
with! successful!people!or!watching!a!movie! (mainly! “The!Devil’s!Advocate”!and! “A!Few!
Good!Men”)!or!an!American!TV!show!made!them!want!to!know!more!about!law.!!
!
The!specific! issues!we! just!analyzed! illustrate!to!us!the!things!that! link!students!with! law!






knowing!the! laws!and!their!rights!and!obligations.!As!reasons!for!being! interested! in!this!
knowledge,! some! students! mentioned! its! importance,28! specific! legal! areas,29! related!
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areas30!or!general!knowledge.31!Contrary! to!“popular!belief”,! the!percentage!of!students!
who! expressed! that! they! were! interested! in! law! because! it! had! no! math! or! other!
disciplines!was!very!small.32!
!






This! refers! to! the! help! that! law! can! give! to! the! students,! their! families! and/or! society.!
Students!referring!to!help!for!themselves!or!their!families!think!about!law!as!a!self"defense!
tool.! The! answers! about! helping! society! have! different! focuses:! General! (“[I]nterest! in!
being!a!person!who!helps!society”);!on!general!problems!(“I!would!like!to!help!to!create!a!
country!that!was!more!just!to!all,!avoid!corruption!and!injustices,!and!I!think!that!being!a!
lawyer! brings!me! closer! to! being! able! to! contribute! in! something”);! on! specific! sectors!
(“Wanting! to!do! justice! in!order! to!end! inequalities!with! regard! to! indigenous!and!poor!
people”,!“Because!some!day!I!would!like!to!defend!people!who!are!in!jail!for!no!reason”);!

































they! can!work.34! In!addition,! some!add! their! interest! in! combining!or! complementing! it!
with!other!degrees.35!
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The! significant! differences! seen! in! this! category! are! by! Group,! gender! and! SES.! The!
percentage! of! students! who! reported! that! having! knowledge! about! the! professional!






















Most! students! in! this! category! answered! that! the! factor! leading! to! their! interest! was!
simply! their! liking! for! the! degree.42! However,! some! stated! that! they! have! the! abilities!










!" Study!development! (“The! fact! that! it! is!a!very! theory! inclined!program,! I! like!to!read!






complicated! and! gives!me! the! opportunity! to! keep!working,”! “I! didn’t! study! other!







am! good! but! it! is! too! late,”! “Because! there! was! no! other! program! where! I! was,”!
“Because!it!was!the!least!saturated!and!I!passed!the!exam”).!
!





much! and! said! that! I!wouldn’t! be! a! bad! lawyer! because! I! had! character"),! or! they!discover! it! in!professional!
counseling.!!









every! five! students),! the! influence! of! family! members! or! acquaintances,! contacts! at! a!
professional! level!with! the! practice! of! law! or! through! a! contact! during! previous! school!
levels,! a! class,! a!paper,! a! teacher!or!an!academic! conference.!On! the!other!hand,!once!
students!have!had!contact!with!law,!this!field!can!be!attractive!because!of!the!content!of!
the!study!plan;!the!protection!training!in!law!can!give!them,!their!family!or!society;!or!the!
characteristics!of! the!professional!practice,! the! job!of! a! lawyer! and! associated!personal!
benefits! such! as! income,!prestige! and! contacts.! Each!one!of! the!ways! the! students! are!
exposed!to!the!legal!field,!and!of!the!reasons!they!consider!the!legal!field!attractive!affect!
students’! perceptions! of! what! law! as! a! field! of! study! is,! and! especially! what! can! be!
achieved!with!it.!
!
The! ongoing! debate! regarding! the! quality! and! relevance! of! legal! education! in! Mexico!
should!explore!ways!to!incorporate!the!students’!ideas,!interests!and!experiences!into!the!
study! plans,! not! only! to! improve! the! program,! but! also! to! stimulate! the! students! and!
increase!their!motivation.!If!we!add!that!the!main!students’!criticism!to!their!programs!is!
the! lack!of!a!practical!component,!one! that! takes! into!account! the!context! in!which! law!
develops! and! its! application! to! specific! cases,! the! topic! is! essential! to! improve! the!
relevance!of!law!school!programs.!
!
